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Abstract

Monitoring and debugging large-scale networks remains a challenging problem. Existing solutions operate at one of the two extremes — systems running at end-hosts (more resources but less visibility into the network) or at network switches (more visibility, but limited resources).

We present SwitchPointer, a network monitoring and debugging system that integrates the best of the two worlds. SwitchPointer exploits end-host resources and programmability to collect and monitor telemetry data. The key contribution of SwitchPointer is to efficiently provide network visibility by using switch memory as a “directory service” — each switch, rather than storing the data necessary for monitoring functionalities, stores pointers to end-hosts where relevant telemetry data is stored. We demonstrate, via experiments over real-world testbeds, that SwitchPointer can efficiently monitor and debug network problems, many of which were either hard or even infeasible with existing designs.

1 Introduction

Managing large-scale networks is complex. Even short-lived problems due to misconfigurations, failures, load imbalance, faulty hardware and software bugs can severely impact performance and revenue [15, 23, 31].

Existing tools to monitor and debug network problems operate at one of the two extremes. On the one hand, proposals for in-network monitoring argue for capturing telemetry data at switches [7, 20, 30, 21, 18], and querying this data using new switch interfaces [24, 13, 25, 4] and hardware [19, 24]. Such in-network approaches provide visibility into the network that may be necessary to debug a class of network problems; however, these approaches are often limited by data plane resources (switch memory and/or network bandwidth) and thus have to rely on sampling or approximate counters which are not accurate enough for monitoring and diagnosing many network problems ($\S2$).

At the other extreme are recent systems [23, 28] that use end-hosts to collect and monitor telemetry data, and to use this data to debug spurious network events. The motivation behind such end-host based approaches is two folds. First, hosts not only have more available resources than switches but also already need to process packets; thus, monitoring and debugging functionalities can potentially be integrated within the packet processing pipeline with little additional overhead. Second, hosts offer the programmability needed to implement various monitoring and debugging functionalities without any specialized hardware. While well-motivated, such purely end-host based approaches lose the benefits of network visibility offered by in-network approaches.

We present SwitchPointer, a network monitoring and debugging system that integrates the best of the two worlds — resources and programmability of end-host based approaches, and the visibility of in-network approaches. SwitchPointer exploits end-host resources and programmability to collect and monitor telemetry data, and to trigger spurious network events (e.g., using existing end-host based systems like PathDump [28]). The key contribution of SwitchPointer is to efficiently enable network visibility for such end-host based systems by using switch memory as a “directory service” — in contrast to in-network approaches where switches store telemetry data necessary to diagnose network problems, SwitchPointer switches store pointers to end-hosts where the relevant telemetry data is stored. The distributed storage at switches thus operates as a distributed directory service: when an end-host triggers a spurious network event, SwitchPointer uses the distributed directory service to quickly filter the data (potentially distributed across multiple end-hosts) necessary to debug the event.
The key design choice of thinking about network switch storage as a directory service rather than a data store allows SwitchPointer to efficiently solve many problems that are hard or even infeasible for existing systems. For instance, consider the network problems shown in Figure 1. We provide an in-depth discussion in §2, but note here that existing systems are insufficient to debug the reasons behind high latency, packet drops or TCP timeout problems for the red flow since this requires maintaining temporal state (that is, flow IDs and packet priorities for all flows that the red flow contends with in Figure 1(a)), combining state distributed across multiple switches (required in Figure 1(b)), and in some cases, maintaining state even for flows that do not trigger network events (for the blue flow in Figure 1(c)).

SwitchPointer is able to solve such problems using a simple design (detailed discussion in §4):

- Switches divide the time into epochs and maintain a pointer to all end-hosts to which they forward the packets in each epoch;
- Switches embed their switchID and current epochID into the packet header before forwarding a packet;
- End-hosts maintain a storage and query service that allows filtering the headers for packets that match a (switchID, epochID) pair; and,
- End-hosts trigger spurious events, upon which a controller (or an end-host) uses pointers at the switches to locate the data necessary to debug the event.

While SwitchPointer design is simple at a high-level, realizing it into an end-to-end system requires resolving several technical challenges. The first challenge is to decide the epoch size — too small an epoch would require either large storage (to store pointers for several epochs) or large bandwidth between data plane and control plane (to periodically push the pointers to persistent storage); too large an epoch, on the other hand, may lead to inefficiency (a switch may forward packets to many end-hosts). SwitchPointer resolves this challenge using a hierarchical data structure, where each subsequent level of the hierarchy stores pointers over exponentially larger time scales. We describe the data structure in §4.1.1, and discuss how it offers a favorable tradeoff between switch memory and bandwidth, and system efficiency.

The second challenge in realizing the SwitchPointer design is to efficiently maintain the pointers at switches. The naïve approach of using a hash table for each level of the hierarchy would either require large amount of switch memory or would necessitate one hash operation per level per packet for the hierarchical data structure, making it hard to achieve line rate even for modest size packets. SwitchPointer instead uses a perfect hash function [1, 14] to efficiently store and update switch pointers in the hierarchical data structure. Perfect hash functions require only 2.1 bits of storage per end-host per-level for storing pointers and only one hash operation per packet (independent of number of levels in the hierarchical data structure). We discuss storage and computation requirements of perfect hash functions in §4.1.2.

The final two challenges in realizing SwitchPointer design into an end-to-end system are: (a) to efficiently embed switchIDs and epochIDs into packet header; and (b) handle the fact that switch and end-host clocks are typically not synchronized perfectly. For the former, SwitchPointer can of course use clean-slate approaches like INT [4]; however, we also present a design in §4.1.3 that allows SwitchPointer to embed switchIDs and epochIDs into packet header using commodity switches (under certain assumptions). SwitchPointer resolves the latter challenge by exploiting the fact that while the network devices may not be perfectly synchronized, it is typically possible to bound the difference between clocks of any pair of devices within a datacenter. This allows SwitchPointer to handle asynchrony by carefully designing epoch boundaries in its switch data structures.

We have implemented SwitchPointer into an end-to-end system that currently runs over a variety of network testbeds comprising commodity switches and end-hosts. Evaluation of SwitchPointer over these testbeds (§5, §6) demonstrates that SwitchPointer can monitor and debug network events at sub-second timescales while requiring minimal switch and end-host resources.

Figure 1: Three example network problems. Green, blue and red flows have decreasing order of priority. Red flow observes high latency (or even TCP timeout due to excessive packet drops) due to: (a) contention with many high priority flows at a single switch; (b) contention with multiple high priority flows across multiple switches; and (c) cascading problems — green flow (highest priority) delays blue flow, resulting in blue flow contending with and delaying red flow (lowest priority). Please see more details in §2.
2 Motivation

In this section we discuss several network problems that motivate the need for SwitchPointer.

2.1 Too much traffic

The first class of problems are related to priority-based and microburst-based contention between flows.

Priority-based flow contention. Consider the case of Figure 1(a), where a low-priority flow competes with many high-priority flows on an output port. As a result, the low priority flow may observe throughput drop, high inter-packet arrival times, or even TCP timeouts.

To demonstrate this problem, we set up an experiment. We create a low-priority TCP flow between two hosts A and B that lasts for 100ms. We then create 5 batches of high-priority UDP bursts; each burst lasts for 1ms and has increasingly larger number of UDP flows (m in Figure 1(a)) all having different source-destination pairs. We use Pica8 P-3297 switches in our experiment; the switch allows us to delay processing of low-priority packets in the presence of a high-priority packet.

Figure 2(a) demonstrates that high-priority UDP bursts hurt the throughput and latency performance of the TCP flow significantly. With increasingly larger number of high-priority flows in the burst, the TCP flow observes increasingly more throughput drop eventually leading to starvation (e.g., 0 Gbps for ~10 ms in case of 16 UDP flows). The figure also shows that increasing number of high-priority flows in the burst results in increasingly larger inter-arrival times for packets in the TCP flow. The reduced throughput and increased packet delays may, at the extreme, lead to TCP timeout.

Microburst-based flow contention. We now create a microburst based flow contention scenario, where congestion lasts for short periods, from hundreds of microseconds to a few milliseconds, due to bursty arrival of packets that overflows a switch queue. To achieve this, we use the same set up as priority-based flow contention with the only difference that we use a FIFO queue instead of a priority queue at each switch (thus, all TCP and UDP packets are treated equally). The results in Figure 2(b) show a throughput drop similar to priority-based flow contention, but a slightly different plot for inter-packet arrival times — as expected, the increase in inter-packet delays is not as significant as in priority-based flow contention since all packets get treated equally.

Limitations of existing techniques. The two problems demonstrated above can be detected and diagnosed using specialized switch hardware and interfaces [24]. Without custom designed hardware, these problems can still be detected at the destination of the suffering flow(s), but diagnosing the root cause is significantly more challenging. Packet sampling based techniques would miss microbursts due to undersampling; switch counter based techniques would not be able to differentiate between the priority-based and microburst-based flow contention; and finally, since diagnosing these problems requires looking at flows going to different end-hosts, existing end-host based techniques [23, 28] are insufficient since they only provide visibility at individual end-hosts.

2.2 Too many red lights

We now consider the network problem shown in Figure 1(b). Our set up uses a low-priority TCP flow from host A to host F (the red flow) that traverses switches S1, S2 and S3. The TCP flow contends with two high-priority UDP flows (B-D and C-E), each lasting for 400µs in a sequential fashion (that is, flow C-E starts right after flow B-D finishes). Consequently, the TCP flow gets delayed for about 400µs at S1 due to UDP flow B-D and another 400µs at S2 due to UDP flow C-E.

The result is shown in Figure 3. The destination of the TCP flow sees a sudden throughput drop almost down to
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Figure 3: Too many red lights problem depicted in Figure 1(b). UDP is used for flows B-D and C-E and TCP for flow A-F.

200 Mbps. This is a consequence of performance degradation accumulated across two switches $S_1$ and $S_2$ — Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that the throughput is around 600Mbps at $S_1$ and around 200 Mbps at $S_2$ (at around 6 ms time point). In fact, the problem is not limited to reduced throughput for the TCP flow — taken to the extreme, adding more “red lights” can easily result in a timeout for the TCP flow.

Limitations of existing techniques. The too many red lights problem highlights the importance of combining in-network and end-host based approaches to network monitoring and debugging.

Indeed, it is hard for purely in-network techniques to detect the problem — switches are usually programmed to collect relevant flow- or packet-level telemetry information if a predicate (e.g., throughput drop is more than 50% or queuing delay is larger than 1ms) is satisfied, none of which is the case in the above phenomenon. Since the performance of the TCP flow degrades gradually due to contention across switches, the net effect becomes visible closer to the end-host of the TCP flow.

On the other hand, existing end-host based techniques allow detecting the throughput drop (or for that matter, the TCP timeout); however, these techniques do not provide the network visibility necessary to diagnose the gradual degradation of throughput across switches in the too-many-red-lights phenomenon.

2.3 Traffic cascades

Finally, we discuss the traffic cascade phenomenon from Figure 1(c). Here, we have three flows, B-D, A-F and C-E, with flow priorities being high, middle and low, respectively. Flows B-D and A-F use UDP and last for 10ms each whereas flow C-E uses TCP and transfers 2MB of data. A cascade effect happens when the high-priority flow B-D affects the middle-priority flow A-F which subsequently affects the low-priority flow C-E. Specifically, if flow B-D and flow A-F do not contend at switch $S_1$, the flow A-F will depart from switch $S_2$ before flow C-E arrives resulting in no flow contention in the network (Figure 4(a)). However, due to contention of flow B-D and flow A-F at switch $S_1$ (for various reasons, including B-D being rerouted due to failure on a different path), flow A-F is delayed at switch $S_1$ and ends up reducing the throughput for flow C-E at switch $S_2$ (Figure 4(b)).

Limitations of existing techniques. Diagnosing the root cause of the traffic cascade problem is challenging for both in-network and for end-hosts based techniques. It not only requires capturing the temporal state (flowIDs and packet priorities for all contending flows) across multiple switches, but also requires to do so even for flows that do not observe any noticeable performance degradation (e.g., the B-D flow). Existing in-network and end-host based techniques fall short of providing such functionality.

2.4 Other SwitchPointer use cases

There are many other network monitoring and debugging problems for which in-network techniques and end-host based techniques, in isolation, are either insufficient or inefficient (in terms of data plane resources). We have compiled a list of such network problems along with a detailed description of how SwitchPointer is able to monitor and diagnose such problems in [8].
3 SwitchPointer Overview

SwitchPointer integrates the benefits of end-host based and in-network approaches into an end-to-end system for network monitoring and debugging. To that end, the SwitchPointer system has three main components. This section provides a high-level overview of these components and how SwitchPointer uses these components to monitor and debug network problems.

SwitchPointer Switches. The first component runs at network switches and is responsible for three main tasks: (1) embedding the telemetry data into packet header; (2) maintaining pointers to end hosts where the telemetry data for packets processed by the switch are stored; and (3) coordinating with an analyzer for monitoring and debugging network problems.

SwitchPointer switches embed at least two pieces of information in packet headers before forwarding a packet. The first is to enable tracing of packet trajectory, that is, the set of switches traversed by the packet; SwitchPointer uses solutions similar to [27, 28] for this purpose. The second piece of information is to efficiently track contending packets and flows at individual ports over fine-grained time intervals. To achieve this, each SwitchPointer switch divides (its local view of) time into epochs and embeds into the packet header the epochID at which the packet is processed. SwitchPointer can of course use clean-slate approaches like INT [4] to embed epochIDs into packet headers; however, we also present a design in §4.1.3 that extends the techniques in [27, 28] to efficiently embed these epochIDs into packet headers along with the packet trajectory tracing information.

Embedding path and epoch information within the packet headers alone does not suffice to debug network problems efficiently. Once a spurious network event is triggered, debugging the problem requires the ability to filter headers contributing to that problem (potentially distributed across multiple end hosts); without any additional state, filtering these headers would require contacting all the end hosts. To enable efficient filtering of headers contributing to the triggered network problem, SwitchPointer uses distributed storage at switches as a directory service — switches store "pointers" to destination end hosts of the packets processed by the switch in different epochs. Once an event is triggered, this directory service can be used to quickly filter out headers for packets and flows contributing to the problem.

Using epochs to track contending packets and flows at switches, and storing pointers to destination end-hosts for packets processed in each epoch leads to several design and performance tradeoffs in SwitchPointer. Indeed, too large an epoch size is not desirable — with increasing epoch size, a switch may forward packets to increasingly many end-hosts within an epoch, leading to inefficiency (at an extreme, this would converge to trivial approach of contacting all end-hosts for filtering relevant headers). Too small an epoch size is also undesirable since with increasing number of epochs, each switch would require either increasingly large memory (SRAM for storing the pointers) or increasingly large bandwidth between the data plane and the control plane (for periodically transferring the pointers to persistent storage).

SwitchPointer achieves a favorable tradeoff between switch memory, bandwidth between the data plane and the control plane, and the efficiency of debugging network problems using a hierarchical data structure, where each subsequent level of the hierarchy stores pointers over exponentially larger time scales. This data structure enables both real-time (potentially automated) debugging of network problems using pointers for more recent epochs, and offline debugging of network problems by transferring only pointers over coarse-grained time scales from the data plane to the control plane. We discuss this data structure in §4.1.1. Maintaining a hierarchy of pointers also leads to challenges in maintaining an updated set of pointers while processing packets at line rate; indeed, a naïve implementation that uses hash tables would require one operation per packet per level of hierarchy to update pointers upon each processed packet. We present, in §4.1.2, an efficient implementation that uses perfect hash functions to efficiently maintain updated pointers across the entire hierarchy using just one operation per packet (independent of number of levels in the hierarchical data structure).

SwitchPointer End-hosts. SwitchPointer, similar to recent end-host based monitoring systems [28, 23], uses end hosts to collect and monitor telemetry data carried in packet headers, and to trigger spurious network events. SwitchPointer uses PathDump [28] to implement its end-host component; however, this requires several extensions to capture additional pieces of information (e.g., epochIDs) carried in SwitchPointer’s packet headers and to query headers. We describe SwitchPointer’s end-host component design and implementation in §4.2.

SwitchPointer Analyzer. The third component of SwitchPointer is an analyzer that coordinates with SwitchPointer switches and end-hosts. The analyzer can either be colocated with the end-host component, or on a separate controller. A network operator, upon observing a trigger regarding a spurious network event, uses the analyzer to debug the problem. We describe the design and implementation of the SwitchPointer analyzer in §4.3.
An example for using SwitchPointer:
We now describe how a network operator can use SwitchPointer to monitor and debug the too many red lights problem from Figure 1 and §2.2. The destination end-host of the victim TCP flow A-F detects a large throughput drop and triggers the event. The operator, upon observing the trigger, uses the analyzer module to extract the end-hosts that store the telemetry data relevant to the problem — the analyzer module internally queries the destination end-host for flow A-F to extract the trajectory of its packets (switches S1, S2 and S3 in this example) and the corresponding epochIDs, uses this information to extract the pointers from the three switches (for corresponding epochs), and returns the relevant pointers to the operator. The operator then filters the relevant headers from the end-hosts to learn that flow A-F contended with B-D and C-E, and can interactively debug the problem using these headers. SwitchPointer debugs other problems in a similar way (more details in §5).

4 SwitchPointer
In this section, we discuss design and implementation details for various SwitchPointer components.

4.1 SwitchPointer switches
SwitchPointer provides the network visibility necessary for debugging network problems by using the memory at network switches as a distributed directory service, and by embedding telemetry information in the packet headers. We now describe the data structure stored at and packet processing pipeline of SwitchPointer switches.

4.1.1 Hierarchical data structure for pointers
SwitchPointer switches divide their local view of time into epochs and enable tracking of contending packets and flows at switches by storing pointers to destination end-hosts for packets processed in different epochs. SwitchPointer stores these pointers using a hierarchical data structure, where each subsequent level of the hierarchy stores pointers over exponentially larger time scales. We describe this data structure and discuss how it achieves a favorable tradeoff between switch memory (to store pointers) and bandwidth between data plane and control plane (to periodically transfer pointers from switch memory to persistent storage).

Figure 5 shows SwitchPointer’s hierarchical data structure with k levels in the hierarchy. Suppose the epoch size is α ms. At the lowermost level, the data structure stores α set of pointers, each corresponding to destinations for packets processed in one epoch; thus the set of pointers at the lowermost level provide a per-epoch information on end-hosts storing headers to all contending packets and flows over an α2 ms period. In general, at level h (1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1), the data structure stores α set of pointers corresponding to packets processed in consecutive αh ms intervals. The topmost level stores only one set of pointers corresponding to packets processed in last αk ms.

Figure 5: SwitchPointer’s hierarchical data structure for storing pointers. For each packet that a switch forwards, SwitchPointer stores a pointer to the packet’s destination end-host along a hierarchy of k levels. For epoch size α ms, level h (1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1) stores pointers to destination end-hosts for packets processed in last consecutive αh epochs (that is, αh+1 ms) across α set of pointers. The topmost level stores only one set of pointers corresponding to packets processed in last αk ms.

The hierarchical data structure, by design, maintains some redundant information. For instance, the first set of pointers in level h + 1 correspond to packets processed in last αh+1 ms of time period, collectively similar to all the set of pointers in level h. It is precisely this redundancy that allows SwitchPointer to achieve a favorable tradeoff between switch memory and bandwidth. We return to characterizing this tradeoff below, but note that pointers at the lower level of the hierarchy provide a more fine-grained view of packets and flows contending at a switch and are useful for real-time diagnosis; the set of pointers on the upper levels, on the other hand, provide a more coarse-grained view and are useful for offline diagnosis.

SwitchPointer allows pointers at all levels to be accessed by the analyzer under a pull model. For instance, suppose the epoch size is α = 10 ms and the data structure has k = 3 levels. Then, each set of pointers at level 1 correspond to 10 ms of time period while those at level 2 correspond to 100 ms of time period. If a network operator wishes to obtain the headers corresponding to packets and flows processed by the switch for last 50 ms (i.e., 5
epochs), it can pull the five most recent set of pointers from level 1; for last 150 ms period, the operator can pull the two most recent pointers from level 2 (which, in fact, correspond to 200 ms time period). In addition to supporting access to the hierarchical data structure using a pull model, SwitchPointer also pushes the topmost level of pointers to the control plane for persistent storage every $\alpha^k$ ms which can then be used for offline diagnosis of network events. The toplevel pointers provide coarse-grained view of contending packets and flows at switches which may be sufficient for offline diagnosis but using a push model only for the topmost level pointers significantly reduces the requirements on bandwidth between the data plane and the control plane.

**Tradeoff.** The hierarchical data structure, as described above, exposes a tradeoff between switch memory and the bandwidth between the data plane and the control plane via two parameters — $k$ and $\alpha$. Specifically, let the storage needed by a set of pointers to be $S$ bits (this storage requirement depends on the maximum number of end-hosts in the network, and is characterized in next subsection); Then, the overall storage needed by the hierarchical data structure is $\alpha \cdot (k-1) \cdot S + S$ bits. Moreover, since only the topmost pointer is pushed from the data plane to the control plane (once every $\alpha^k$ ms), the bandwidth overhead of SwitchPointer is bounded by $S \times (10^3/\alpha^k)$ bps. For a fixed network size (and hence, fixed $S$), as $k$ and $\alpha$ are increased, the memory requirements increase and the bandwidth requirements decrease. We evaluate this tradeoff in §6 for varying values of $k$ and $\alpha$; however, we note that misconfiguration of $k$ and $\alpha$ values may result in longer diagnosis time (the analyzer may touch more end-hosts to filter relevant headers) but does not result in correctness violation.

### 4.1.2 Maintaining updated pointers at line rate

We now describe the technique used in SwitchPointer to minimize the switch memory requirements for storing the hierarchical data structure and to minimize the number of operations performed for updating all the levels in the hierarchy upon processing each packet.

**Strawman: a simple hash table.** A plausible solution for storing each set of pointers in the hierarchical data structure is to use a hash table. However, since SwitchPointer requires updating $k$ set of pointers upon processing each packet (one at each level of hierarchy), using a standard hash table would require $k$ operations per packet in the worst case. This may be too high a overhead for high-speed networks (e.g., with 10Gbps links). One way to avoid such overhead is to use hash tables with large number of buckets so as to have a negligible collision probability. Using such a hash table would reduce the number of operations per packet to just one (independent of number of levels in the hierarchy); however, such a hash table would significantly increase the storage requirements. For instance, consider a network with $m$ destinations; given a hash table with $n$ buckets, the expected number of collisions under simple uniform hashing is $m - (n - n(1 - 1/n)^m)$. Suppose that $m = 100K$ and the target number of collisions is 0.001m (i.e., 0.1% of 100K keys). To achieve this target, the number of buckets in the hash table should be close to 50 million, 500x larger than the number of keys. Thus, this strawman approach becomes quickly infeasible for our hierarchical data structure — it would either require multiple operations per packet to update the data structure or would require very large switch memory.

**Our solution: Minimal perfect hash function.** Our key observation is that the maximum number of end-hosts in a typical datacenter is known a priori and that it changes at coarse time scales (hours or longer). Therefore, we can construct a minimal perfect hash function to plan ahead on the best way to map destinations to buckets to avoid hash collisions completely. In fact, since each level in the hierarchy uses the same perfect hash function, SwitchPointer needs to perform just one operation per packet to find the index in a bit array of size equal to the maximum number of destinations; the same index needs to be updated across all levels in the hierarchy. Upon processing a packet, the bit at the same index across the bit array is set in parallel. Lookups are also easy — to check if a packet to a particular destination end-host was processed in an epoch, one simply needs to check the corresponding bit (given by the perfect hash function) in the bit array.

The minimal perfect hash function provides $O(1)$ update operation and expresses a 4-byte IP address with 1 bit (e.g., 100Kbits for 100K end-hosts). While an additional space is required to construct a minimal perfect hash function, it is typically small (70 KB and 700 KB for for 100K and 1M end-hosts respectively; see §6.1). Moreover, while constructing a perfect hash function is a computationally expensive task, small storage requirement of perfect hash tables allow us to recompute the hash function only at coarse-grained time intervals — temporary failures of end-hosts do not impact the correctness since the bits corresponding to those end-hosts will simply remain unused. For resetting pointers at level $h$, an agent at the switch control plane updates a register with the memory address of next pointer every $\alpha^h$ ms and resets its content. The agent conducts this process for pointers at all levels.
SwitchPointer uses PathDump [28] to collect and monitor telemetry data carried in packet headers, and to trigger spurious network events. In this subsection, we discuss the extensions needed in PathDump to capture additional pieces of information (e.g., epochIDs) carried in SwitchPointer’s packet headers and to query headers.

### 4.2.1 Decoding telemetry data

When a packet arrives at its destination, the destination host extracts the telemetry data from the packet header. If the network supports clean-slate approaches like INT [4], this is fairly straightforward. For implementation using commodity switches (using techniques discussed in §4.1.3), the host extracts two VLAN tags containing the switchID and the epochID associated with the switchID. Using the switchID, the end-to-end path can be constructed using techniques in [27, 28], giving us a list of switches visited by the packet. Next, we decide a list of epochIDs for each of those switches. However, since only one epochID is available at the end-host, it is hard to determine the missing epochIDs for those switches correctly. Thus, we set a range of epochs that the switches should examine. Specifically, we may need to examine max_delay/α number of pointers at each switch due to uncertainty in epoch identification.

Let Δ denote the maximum one hop delay and ε be a maximum time drift among all switches. Given epochID $e_i$ of switch $S$ and an end-to-end path, the epochIDs for switches along the path are identified as follows.

For the upstream switches of switch $S$, the epoch range is $[e_i - (\varepsilon + j \cdot \Delta)/\alpha, e_i + \varepsilon/\alpha]$ and for the downstream switches of $S$, it is $[e_i - \varepsilon/\alpha, e_i + (\varepsilon + j \cdot \Delta)/\alpha]$, where $j$ is hop difference between an upstream (or downstream) switch and switch $S$. Suppose $\alpha = 10$ ms, $\varepsilon = \alpha$ and $\Delta = 2 \cdot \alpha$. For instance, in the example of Figure 6, we set $[e_i - 3, e_i + 1]$ for switch $S_2$, $[e_i - 1, e_i + 3]$ for $S_4$, and so forth. This provides a reasonable bound due to two reasons. First, a maximum queuing delay is within tens of milliseconds in the datacenter network (e.g., 14 ms in [9]). Second, millisecond-level precision is sufficient as SwitchPointer epochs are of similar granularity.

### 4.2.2 Event trigger and query execution

The end-host also has an agent that communicates with and executes queries on behalf of the analyzer. The agent is implemented using a microframework called flask [3], and implements a variety of techniques (similar to those in existing end-host based systems [28, 23]) to monitor spurious network events.
4.3 SwitchPointer Analyzer

The analyzer is also implemented using flask microframework. It communicates with both switch and end-host agents. From the switch agent, the analyzer obtains pointers to end-hosts for epoch(s). From the end-host agent, it receives alert messages, and exchanges queries and responses. Another responsibility is that it constructs a minimal perfect hash function whenever there are permanent changes in the number of end-hosts in the network, especially when end-hosts are newly added. It then distributes the minimal perfect hash function to all the switches in the network. The analyzer also does pre-processing of pointers by leveraging network topology, flow rules deployed in the network, etc. For example, to diagnose the network problem experienced by a flow, the analyzer filters out irrelevant end-hosts in the pointer if the paths between the flow’s source and those end-hosts do not share any path segment of the flow. This way, the analyzer reduces search radius, i.e., number of end-hosts that it has to contact.

5 SwitchPointer Applications

In this section, we demonstrate some key monitoring applications SwitchPointer supports.

5.1 Too much traffic

We debug the problem discussed in §2 using SwitchPointer. This problem include two different cases: (i) priority-based flow contention and (ii) microburst-based flow contention. The debugging processes of both cases are similar; the only difference is the former case requires the analyzer to examine flow’s priority value. Thus, we only discuss the former case.

Figure 7 shows the breakdown of times it took to diagnose the priority-based flow contention case. First, we instrument hosts with a simple trigger that detects drastic throughput changes. The trigger measures throughput every 1 ms interval and generates an alert to the analyzer if throughput drop is more than 50%. The problem detection takes less than 1 ms, thus almost invisible from the figure (3-4 ms for the microburst-based contention case). Then, it takes 2-3 ms to send the analyzer an alert and to receive an acknowledgment. The alert contains a series of <switchID, a list of epochIDs, a list of byte counts per epoch> tuples that tell the analyzer when and where packets of the TCP flow visit. The analyzer uses the switchIDs and epochIDs, and obtains relevant pointers from switches. In this scenario, it only takes about 7-8 ms to retrieve a pointer from one switch.

Next, the analyzer learns hosts encoded in the pointer, and diagnoses the problem by consulting them; it collects telemetry data such as UDP flow’s priority, the number of bytes in UDP flow during the epoch when the TCP flow experiences high delay. The analyzer finally draws a conclusion that the presence of high-priority UDP flows aggravated the performance of the low-priority TCP flow. As shown in Figure 7, the time for the diagnosis increases as the number of consulted hosts (i.e., each UDP flow is destined to a different host) increases. Although not too large, the diagnosis overhead inflation pertains to the implementation of connection initiation; we discuss this matter and its optimization in §6.2.

5.2 Too many red lights

This problem illustrated in Figure 1(b) (for its behavior, see Figure 3) requires spatial correlation of telemetry data across multiple switches for diagnosis. While this problem is challenging to existing tools, SwitchPointer easily diagnoses it as follows.

First, destination F triggers an alert to the analyzer in no time (∼1 ms) by using our throughput drop detection heuristic introduced in §5.1. The alert contains IDs for switches S1, S2 and S3 and their corresponding epochID ranges. The analyzer contacts all of the switches and retrieves pointers that match the epoch IDs for each switch in 10 ms, and then conducts diagnosis (another 20 ms) by obtaining telemetry data for UDP flows B-D and C-E from hosts D and E, respectively. The analyzer finds out that low (A-F) and high priority (B-D and C-E) flows have at least one common epochID, and finally concludes (in about 30 ms) that both flows B-D and C-E contributed to the actual impact on the TCP flow.
5.3 Traffic cascades

This problem is a more challenging problem to existing tools because debugging it requires spatial and temporal correlation of telemetry data (see Figure 1(c) for the problem illustration and Figure 4(b) for its behavior). SwitchPointer diagnoses the problem as follows.

First, the low-priority TCP flow C-E observes a large throughput drop at around 26 ms (see Figure 4(b)) and triggers an alert along with switchIDs and corresponding epoch details. Then, the analyzer retrieves pointers that match with epochIDs from $S_2$ and $S_3$, contacts $F$ and finds out the presence of middle-priority flow A-F on $S_2$ caused the contention in $\sim 25$ ms. Since flow A-F has middle-priority, the analyzer subsequently examines pointers from switches (i.e., $S_1$ and $S_2$) along the path of flow A-F in order to see whether or not the flow was affected by some other flows. From a pointer from switch $S_1$, the analyzer comes to know that flow B-C made flow A-F delayed, which in turn had flows A-F and C-E collide. This part of debugging takes another 25 ms. Hence, the whole process takes about 50 ms in total.

Of course, in a large datacenter network, debugging this kind of problem can be more complex than the example we studied here. Therefore, in practice the debugging process may be an off-line task (with a pointer at a higher level that covers many epochs) rather than an online task. However, independent of whether it is an off-line or online task, SwitchPointer showcases, with this example, that it is feasible to diagnose network problems that need both spatial and temporal correlation.

5.4 Load imbalance diagnosis

To demonstrate the way SwitchPointer works for diagnosing load imbalance, we create the same problematic setup used in [28]. In that setup, a switch that is configured to malfunction, forwards traffic unevenly to two egress interfaces; specifically, packets from flows whose size is less than 1 MB are output on one interface; otherwise, packets are forwarded to the other interface. We vary the number of flows from 4 to 96. Each flow is directed to a different end-host. Using this setup, we can understand how the number of end-hosts contacted by the analyzer impacts SwitchPointer’s performance.

The debugging procedure is similar to that of other problems we already studied. This problem is detected by monitoring interface byte counts per second. The analyzer fetches the pointers corresponding to the most recent 1 sec. It then obtains the end-hosts in the pointers, and sends them a query that computes a flow size distribution for each of the egress interfaces of the switch. Finally, the analyzer finds out that there is a clean separation in flow size between two distributions. Figure 8 shows the diagnosis time of running a query as a function of the number of end-hosts consulted by the analyzer. The diagnosis time increases almost linearly as the analyzer consults more end-hosts. Since this trend comes from the same cause, we refer to §6.2 for understanding individual factors that contribute to the diagnosis time.

6 SwitchPointer Evaluation

We prototype SwitchPointer on top of Open vSwitch [6] over Intel DPDK [2]. To build a minimal perfect hash function, we use the FCH algorithm [14] among others in CMPH library [1]. We also implement the telemetry data extraction and epoch extrapolation module (§4.2.1) on OVS. The module maintains a list of flow records; one record consists of the usual 5-tuple as flowID, a list of switchIDs, a series of epoch ranges that correspond to each switchID, byte/packet counts and a DSCP value as flow priority. This flow record is initially maintained in memory and flushed to a local storage, implemented using MongoDB [5]. We now evaluate SwitchPointer in terms of switch overheads and query performance under real testbeds that consist of 96 servers.
6.1 Switch overheads

To quantify switch overheads, we vary epoch duration (α ms), the number of levels in a pointer (k), the number of IP addresses (n) and packet size (p). We set up two servers connected via a 10GE link. From one server, we generate 100K packets, each of which has a unique destination IP (hence, 100K flows); we play those 100K packets repeatedly to the other server where SwitchPointer is running using one 3.1 GHz CPU core. Under the setup, we measure i) throughput, ii) the amount of memory to keep pointers on data plane, iii) bandwidth to offload pointers from SRAM (data plane) to off-chip storage (control plane), and iv) pointer recycling period.

Throughput. We compare SwitchPointer’s throughput with that of vanilla OVS (baseline) over Intel DPDK. We set k = 1 and 5. Here one pointer of SwitchPointer is configured to record 100K unique end-hosts. We then measure the throughput of SwitchPointer while varying p. Our current implementation in OVS processes about 7 million packets per second. From Figure 9, we observe that OVS and both configurations of SwitchPointer achieve a full line rate (~9.99 Gbps) when p ≥ 256 bytes. In contrast, when p < 256 bytes, both OVS and SwitchPointer face throughput degradation. For example, when p is 128 bytes, OVS achieves about 9.29 Gbps whereas SwitchPointer’s throughput is about 22% less than that of OVS. However, since an average packet size in data centers is in general larger than 256 bytes (e.g., 850 bytes [10], median value of 250 bytes for hadoop traffic [26]), the throughput of SwitchPointer can be acceptable. We also envision that a hardware implementation atop programmable switch [11, 19] would eliminate the limitation of a software version.

Memory. Perfect hash functions account for about 70 KB (n = 100K) and 700 KB (n = 1M). In addition, n also governs the pointer’s size: 12.5 KB (n = 100K) and 125 KB (n = 1M). Together SwitchPointer requires to have 82.5 KB and 825 KB, respectively. These are the minimum amount of memory requirement for SwitchPointer. Figure 10(a) shows the memory overhead; the memory requirement increases in proportion to each of k and α. When n = 1M, α = 10 and k = 3, SwitchPointer consumes 3.45 MB; for n = 100K, it is only 345 KB.

Bandwidth. In contrast to memory overhead, the bandwidth requirement of system bus between SRAM and off-chip storage decreases as we increase k and α because larger values of those parameters make the pointer flush less frequent. In particular, k has a significant impact in controlling the bandwidth requirement; increasing it drops the requirement exponentially. For n = 1M and α = 10 (the most demanding setting in Figure 10(b)), the bandwidth requirement reduces from 100 Mbps (k = 1) to 10 Mbps (k = 2).

The results in Figures 10(a) and 10(b) present a clear tradeoff between memory and bandwidth. Depending on the amount of available resources and user’s requirements, SwitchPointer provides a great flexibility in adjusting its parameters. For instance, if memory is a scarce resource, it may be better to keep k ≤ 3 and α ≤ 10.

Pointer recycling period. Except for top level pointers, pointers are recycled after all the pointers on the same layer are used. The pointer recycling period at level h is expressed as α(α^h − 1) ms where 1 ≤ h < k. Figure 11 shows a tradeoff between α and k. As expected, the recycling period exponentially increases as the level increases (when α = 10, the recycling period of a pointer at level 1 is 90 ms and it is 900 ms at level 2). Because too small α may always let SwitchPointer end up accessing a higher-level pointer, α should be chosen carefully.

6.2 Query performance

We now evaluate the query performance of SwitchPointer, which we compare with that of PathDump [28]
We run a query that seeks top-k flows in a switch in our testbed where there are 96 servers. The key difference between SwitchPointer and PathDump is that SwitchPointer knows which end-hosts it needs to contact but PathDump does not. Thus, PathDump executes the query from all the servers in the network. To see the impact of the difference, we vary the number of servers that contain telemetry data of flows that traverse the switch.

From Figure 12 we observe that the response time of SwitchPointer gradually increases as the number of servers increases. On the other hand, PathDump always has the longest response time as it has to contact all 96 servers anyway. Both of them only have a similar response time when all the servers have relevant flow records and thus SwitchPointer has to contact all of them.

A closer look reveals that most of the response time is because of connection initiation for both SwitchPointer and PathDump. In our current implementation, the analyzer creates one thread per server to initiate connection when a query should be executed. This on-demand thread creation delays the execution of query at servers. This is an implementation issue, not a fundamental flaw in design. Thus, it can be addressed with proper technique such as thread pull management. However, since PathDump must contact all the servers regardless of whether or not the servers have useful telemetry data, it wastes servers’ resources. On the contrary, SwitchPointer only spends right amounts of server resources, thus offering a scalable way of query execution.

7 Related Work

SwitchPointer’s goals are related to two key areas of related work on network monitoring and debugging.

End-host based approaches. These approaches [23, 28, 29, 12, 15, 22] typically exploit the fact that end-hosts have ample resources and support for programmability needed to monitor and diagnose spurious network events. As discussed in §2, these approaches lack the network visibility needed to debug a class of network problems. SwitchPointer incorporates such visibility by using switch memory as a directory service thus enabling monitoring and debugging for a larger class of network problems [8].

In-network approaches. In-network approaches to network monitoring and debugging have typically focused on designing novel switch data structures [30, 20, 21, 18, 7], abstractions [17, 24, 16, 25, 13] and even switch hardware [24] to capture telemetry data at switches. While interesting, these approaches are often limited by switch and data plane resources required to store and query the telemetry data. Moreover, as discussed in §2, existing in-network approaches are insufficient to debug network problems that require analyzing data captured across multiple switches. SwitchPointer is able to overcome these limitations of in-network approaches using limited switch resources (4-6 MB of SRAM and 1-2 Mbps of bandwidth between the data plane and the control plane) by delegating the tasks of collecting and monitoring the telemetry data to the end-hosts, and by using switch memory as a distributed directory service.

8 Conclusion

SwitchPointer is a system that integrates the benefits of end-host based approaches and in-network approaches to network monitoring and debugging. SwitchPointer uses end-host resources and programmability to collect and monitor telemetry data, and to trigger spurious network events. The key technical contribution of SwitchPointer is to enable network visibility by using switch memory as a “directory service” — SwitchPointer switches use a hierarchical data structure to efficiently store pointers to end-hosts that store relevant telemetry data. Using experiments on real-world testbeds, we have shown that SwitchPointer efficiently monitors and debugs a large class of network problems, many of which were either hard or even infeasible with existing designs.
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